SAP S/4HANA Cloud

Manufacturing Services Package

**Business Challenges**
- Integrated demand planning
- Historical information and statistical forecasting methods
- Material flow analysis and exception-driven planning approach
- Multi-level material planning, capacity planning and load levelling
- Production control transparency
- Lack of Visibility of Operations across the Organization
- Demand and consumption-based replenishment
- Warehousing based on a unified location layout
- Management of identified stock (batches, lots) or restricted inventory
- Automatic and continuous inventory valuation
- Inefficient and delayed Analytics

**Scope & Deliverables**
- Production Operations
- Production Scheduling
- Material Requirements Planning
- Quality Management
- Collaborative Sourcing
- Operational Procurement
- Inventory Management
- Goods Receipt and Issue
- Supplier Management
- Procurement Analytics
- Order and Contract Management
- Intercompany Sales
- Finance Operations
- Accounting and Financial Close
- Treasury and Risk Management

**Key Highlights of the Solution**
- Achieve greater transparency into configurable product options by providing detailed insights on product variants during the ordering process, resulting in improved customer satisfaction
- Build world class customer centricity, production excellence, and manage supply chains based on real-time customer demand
- Provide high-level insights that enable quality engineers to understand why lots are accepted or rejected based on key performance indicators (KPIs) such as quality scores
- Record all business transactions to ensure complete and accurate accounting data in parallel accounting
- Improve usability with intuitive confirmation of production operations
- Reduced manufacturing supply chain costs
- Provide efficient automated payment processing
- Increase inventory turnover and reduce days in inventory by using a predictive analytics model that forecasts the delivery date for a stock transport order, based on accurate supply and demand data.

**About itelligence**
Leading SAP partner across the globe for SAP S/4HANA Cloud
Global S/4 HANA Cloud Delivery Centers
S/4 HANA Cloud certified and dedicated CoEs
SAP partner certifications along with various SAP Pinnacle Awards
Key Benefits of the Solution

- Improve automation, efficiency, and agility through machine learning
- Plan and manage supply chains efficiently based on customer demand
- Reduce TCO significantly for procurement departments through centralized process
- Reliable planning and scheduling of goods-in-transit processes.
- Inventory Valuation for Year-End Closing
- Record nonconformities at the right point in time to avoid cost-intensive reprocessing or unnecessary waste
- Make data-driven decisions with predictive analytics

The SAP Preferred Success

A prescriptive guidance specific to your business goals. Provides access to resources that we know have a defining impact on your success in the cloud. SAP help’s you realize the quickest path to value through every stage of your solution experience and deliver consistent value with quarterly innovations. SAP Preferred Success gives you:

- Proactive guidance to maximize consumption
- Learning Resources to increase user adoption
- Advanced Support to avoid business disruptions

Receive the best from SAP with the Preferred Success add on that is priced separately, which can be mutually discussed based on customer requirements.